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Joey’s Urban launches Nuu Muu Muu staff uniforms
Calgary, AB July 26, 2016 – Joey’s Urban is pleased to announce the launch of new staff
uniforms on August 1 2016, which will allow employees the ability to express their sense
of freedom.
The new staff uniforms (shown below) meet the functional needs of Joey’s
workforce…sort of…and reflect the kind of free-thinking that has made Joey’s a leader in
the fast casual restaurant industry.
Keanu Kamehameha, advisor to Joey’s Urban Restaurants led the uniform steering
committee and says the change highlights the “personality” of Joey’s outstanding staff
and not their personal “highlights”.
“It’s clear that some chains believe skin is in,” says Mr. Kamehameha, “However, there
is something to be said about leaving a little (or a lot) to the imagination. Joey’s Urban
saw a need to change the way employees feel at work and it started with the way they
dressed. Muumuu’s allow our employees to show their true colours – from the neck up.”
Several Canadian restaurant chains have been publicly criticized for their sexually
exploitive uniform policies lately and Joey’s is often confused with them, says Andy
Taylor, President of Joey’s Only Franchising Ltd.
Our research shows that customers enjoy themselves more when they have a colourful
server – and there’s nothing more colourful than a server in a Halston or Christian Dior
Muumuu flowing out of the kitchen carrying two plates of Canada’s best Fish Tacos.
“We can’t understand how the Muumuu, a once-celebrated clothing item, has been
reduced to a swimsuit cover-up,” said Vice President of Operations, Todd Perkins. “Or
even worse, something that’s only worn when couch surfing. That’s a job for a Snuggie.
“Muumuu uniforms will let all of our staff tap into their inner Elizabeth Taylor,” added
Perkins. “They will walk through the dining room practically floating as their Muumuu
billows behind.

“If this new approach works out as expected, male staff will sport the same fashionable
designs afforded to females. We’re all for gender equality.”
Joey’s is asking for your help. Please go to the following link and vote for your favourite
uniform option.

About Joey’s Urban
Calgary-based Joey's Urban is a fresh take on a classic tradition. Pioneered by Joe Klassen of
Joey’s Seafood Restaurants fame, Joey’s Urban will open its 10th restaurant later this year and
has aggressive growth plans for Canada.
Gourmet Poutines, globally inspired Street Tacos and our famous hand-battered Fish ‘N Chips
make Joey’s Urban your new dining catch.
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Todd Perkins, VP Operations, Joey’s Urban Restaurants, todd@joeysurban.ca
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